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The present era emphasizes significance of education, and our ed-
ucation system is founded on a rational approach to reality. The 
western society is the most advanced in a sphere of technology 
produced thanks to science. However, it cannot be said that we 
have successfully eliminated all problems; we cannot even be sure 
whether our approach will not lead us to a cul–de–sac of nuclear 
war, environmental destruction or economic collapse and great 
social disorders. Our education, lifestyle but also society manage-
ment are shaped by rationality, yet, rationality itself remains large-
ly non–reflected and thus it represents a call for more profound 
examination of rationality. 

In the Axial Age, reflection of thinking and cognition connected 
with a possibility of critical distance from own beliefs represented 
an important step in a process of separation of a human being from 
nature. Throughout history philosophical examination of rational-
ity was accompanied by a reflection drawn upon experience with 
contacts with a sacred, spiritual sphere. During the last centuries 
empirical scientific examination attempts whose most complex 
manifestation is an interdisciplinary approach of cognitive scienc-
es were gradually added to these approaches. 

This textbook combines all the mentioned approaches. It brief-
ly introduces some outcomes of cognitive sciences concerning 
rationality, philosophical concepts which take this development 
into account, but also approaches pointing out to boundaries of ra-
tionality and openness to a dialogue with approaches arising from 

Introduction
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1.1 What is Rationality? What is Cognition? 

An assumption claiming that a man is “a reasoning animal” is con-
sidered to be one of crucial characterisations of a human being 
since Aristotelian era. So, it is our use of brain that distinguishes us 
from animals. Therefore, at the beginning we can almost tautologi-
cally say that rationality is usually understood as a use of brain or 
at least a precondition for it. On the other hand, when we start to 
ask what it means more thoroughly, it shows that examination of 
rationality is not an easy task at all. 

Rationality represents one of those concepts thanks to which 
we describe important phenomenon but at the same time it is not 
an issue one could easily point out to. To start with the opposite of 
rationality is also of no use. Sometimes we tend to call behaviour, 
belief, desire or decision of a man as unwise. If unwiseness could be 
defined without problems, it could help us with comprehension of 
rationality. Nonetheless, also in this case we would quickly come to 
the conclusion that to find general criteria of unwiseness is beyond 
our powers. 

Let us list also other characteristics in order to describe ration-
ality. One widely used approach says that rationality represents 
a means how people come to conclusions when they intentionally 

spirituality. The text also offers plenty of questions upon which 
a reader can ponder as well as recommended literature one can fol-
low if interested in more detailed study of particular topics. It is 
intended for master´s degree students of the field Cognitive Stud-
ies, however, everyone who wants to get acquainted with an issue 
of rationality and cognition can use it. 

The choice of topics is narrowed and covers only several ration-
ality aspects. Except for basic terms and concepts we have also tried 
to insert in the text as many passages having not only informative 
but also practical character as possible. For me myself, questions 
of effect of convictions about understanding in communication es-
pecially when solving tense situations, cooperation of rationality 
and emotionality, and aspects (mainly those we are not aware of) 
affecting our decision making have been and still represent a chal-
lenge because they significantly influence my everyday life. 

I hope that this text will help a reader not only to comprehend 
his own rationality better but also contribute to making him apply 
this exceptional ability of ours also more efficiently. 

In Trnava, on July 31, 2012                                         Adrián Slavkovský

1. General Comprehension of Reality and Cognition
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requisite for achieving of a goal. Rationality can be compre-
hended as a relatively stable set of rules, norms, standards 
and etalons of a spiritual and material activity as well as val-
ues generally accepted and unequivocally understood by all 
members of a given community (social, professional or ethnic 
group, bracket, class, etc.” (Piaček, 1999)

On the contrary to “rationality”, “cognition” is a new word not fre-
quently used in Slovak, however, it gradually gets naturalised in 
professional circles. They represent close concepts and their mean-
ings even overlap. Through application of the term “cognition” 
more complex and technical or empirical approach to knowledge 
and comprehension promoted by cognitive sciences should be em-
phasized. I am to introduce several characteristics and dictionary 
meanings of cognition.

Cognition represents a process in which knowledge and com-
prehension get developed in mind. 

Another view increases an emphasis: in the broadest sense of 
the word, it is an act or ability of cognizance including perception 
and comprehension, not emotions and will. In more specific sense, 
it represents also an act of proper recognition of an object of per-
ception. It is as well a result of an act of cognizance: a percept, im-
age or idea. 

Cognition can be further understood as a group of mental pro-
cesses including attention, memory, formation of a language, its 
comprehension, learning, thinking, solving of problems and deci-
sion making (Oxford English Dictionary, 2009).

Cognition or cognitive processes can be natural or artificial, 
conscious or also unconscious. We use the very same term „cog-
nition” not only for description of human phenomenon but also 
for processing of information by computers when creating ma-
chine simulations of human cognition. Recognition of a face can 

ponder (and at the same time consciously or unconsciously apply 
certain rules of proper thinking). Harmony between beliefs and 
reasons for these beliefs should be a manifestation of rational-
ity similarly as harmony between an action and reasons for this 
action. 

Rationality is a word of Latin origin. “Ratio” represents its stem 
and can have various meanings in Latin. The main groups of mean-
ings are: 

 — reason, thinking, thought, comprehension, explanation, reason, 
condition, conclusion

 — number, calculation, calculating, proportion, budget, account
 — order, procedure, theory, system, means, method, rule, state-
ment, study, teachings

 — rate, relation, respect, connection
 — property, state, nature, naturalness
advantage, interest, measure, thing, issue.
The term “rationality” is used in various areas a little bit differ-

ently. For instance, a rational decision does not only mean that it is 
a decision of reason but in an ideal case, it is such a decision which 
is optimal for achieving of a goal or solving of a problem. Searching 
for such a decision and especially an analysis of a procedure lead-
ing to it represents one of the interesting issues of cognitive sci-
ences. We apply introspection, observe people in similar situations, 
explore how brain acts during them and also attempt to create and 
improve artificial intelligence which could perform the given task. 
All these aspects help us better comprehend our rationality. 

A definition introduced by Jozef Piaček in his philosophical 
encyclopaedia represents an attempt to summarize the men-
tioned aspects: It is “an ability of a human being to think and 
act on the basis of rational norms; harmony between action 
and intellectual principles whose observing represents a pre-
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examination of rationality and cognition might be an effort to com-
prehend ourselves and these aspects of our humanity more deeply, 
face to face to destructive consequences of a human activity in 
order to minimize these consequences and support those positive 
ones. Because it is becoming more and more apparent that thanks 
to rationality we can develop as well as destroy ourselves, we can 
get harmonised with environment but also devastate it. 

While at the beginning of the interest in rationality there might 
have been curiosity, today, it is a challenge of the era. 

The society has become more and more complex and more 
dependent on proper functioning of products of our rational 
thinking. They represent not only computers and technology 
but also means of organisation of society in a field of politics, 
economy and education. A human being is not only a creator 
of all of these items but also the one who is retrospectively af-
fected by them. “Educators would like to know the substance 
of mental processes taking place in student´s heads in order to 
improve teaching methods. Engineers and other designers need 
to know how product users will think.” (Thagard, 2001, p. 17). 

The development of science and technology and a change in the so-
ciety as a motive of examination are even more related to cognition. 
Development of computers, information science and artificial intel-
ligence but also progress in neuroscience and brain research have 
encouraged new intensive examination of all aspects of cognition. 

be used as an example. In the 1990s, a system of face recognition 
by brain was described for the first time. According to this descrip-
tion, a specific cerebral section with a Latin term “gyrus fusiformis” 
located in Broadmann area 37 plays a vital role (Sergent — Ohta 
— MacDonald, 1992). Concurrently, algorithms for machine face 
recognition were being developed and at present, they are consid-
ered to be so reliable that they are gradually launched as means of 
personal identification (for instance: at airports). Among such algo-
rithms we can mention: SVM (support vector machine), RBF (RBF 
network) and MLP (multi–layer preceptron) (Ban, 2010).

1.2 Why to Concern with Rationality and Cognition? 

It might seem that just successes of science and technology em-
body a sufficient reason for supporting of development and re-
search of concepts from rationality to artificial intelligence. How-
ever, it is not so simple at all. Except for praise of rationality, there 
have also been voices in history which are critical towards it. Those 
voices have become stronger especially since the 19th century, since 
a human being has been strengthening consequences of his be-
haviour — those good as well as bad ones still more significantly 
via machines and technologies he manufactured thanks to his ra-
tionality. Konrad Lorenz asserts that if any ideally intelligent crea-
tures without instincts could watch the humankind as a whole, 
great shifts occurring within it and wars and destruction perma-
nently taking place, and would not see individuals, it would never 
come to their mind that people are also creatures endowed with 
rationality and that their behaviour follows responsible morality 
(Lorenz, 2000, p. 199). This led Vlastimil Roll to an even harsher 
statement about rationality. According to him, it is possible to “di-
agnose a man as an animal which fell ill with reason” (Rollo, 1993, 
p. 188). Certainly, it is necessary to take into consideration plenty 
of negative symptoms pointed out by him as well as by others and 
comprehend them as challenges. And thus, one of the motives for 
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ability of cognition and processing of information was formed to-
wards the end of the 20th century. 

The three phases of our asking we have introduced might be 
briefly summed up as follows:

1. Inner and outer world of a human being represent a sub-
ject of rationality, however, rationality does not cognize it-
self. 
2. Rationality examines also itself yet it does not have any 
other tools for cognition except for itself. 
3. For deeper cognition of rationality a human being uses 
tools which he created through to it and thanks to them he 
acquires knowledge which mere rationality could not gain. 

Two different approaches can be distinguished from the point of 
view of examination of rationality: Normative approach attempts 
to answer a question: What represents substance of rationality? 
This approach is connected with standards and criteria on the 
basis of which we could assess which manifestations of a human 
being are rational and which irrational. Do universal criteria of ra-
tionality exist? The second one, empirical approach seeks replies 
to the following question: How do people actually think? These two 
approaches are not strictly separated; research outcomes based on 
one approach frequently influence tendencies of the other and 
vice–verse. 

1.4 The Role of Philosophy and Cognitive Sciences 
in Examination of Rationality 

The birth of philosophy is connected with a turn of rationality 
towards itself. Over the course of history, philosophy came with 
plenty of theories of rationality which at the beginning proposed 

1.3 Who and how Examines Rationality and Cognition? 

At the beginning, people might have used language and thinking 
only for practical purposes of survival. Yet, later after a period last-
ing for millennia, they started to ask questions about their origin 
and destiny. This type of cognition was led by amazement, fasci-
nation arising from a possibility of comprehension also of issues 
which were not related with a necessity of survival. According to 
Karl Jaspers, a shift occurred in manifestation of rationality in 
the Axial Age which completely modified a character of the whole 
human society. An accentuated ability of self–reflection became 
that small nonetheless significant shift. Through our language we 
started to ask what language is, we began to think about thinking, 
cognise our cognition and be aware of the fact that we have a mind. 
Introspection and a philosophical discussion represented a simple 
examination tool. Philosophy of mind later termed it a first–person 
access. This is the way how philosophy deals with rationality. 

Only a rapid development of science and technology taking 
place in the 20th century brought new dynamics into this eternal 
asking of ours. We could get to know the brain structure in more 
details — even to a level of micro–world and also take first steps 
in a research of direct observation of processes taking place in 
brain thanks to modern imaging methods — especially computed 
tomography and magnetic resonance. This approach was termed 
a third–person access. Except for that computers with still in-
creasing performance enabled us to create artificial simulations of 
various aspects of rationality and cognition. It has shown that it is 
appropriate to add also other approaches into a more complex im-
age which has been developing in this way. It concerns especially 
the following disciplines: logic, linguistics, theory of information, 
psychology, sociology, anthropology, artificial intelligence and neu-
roscience. Through integration of their knowledge on aspects of 
rationality and cognition cognitive science as an interdisciplinary 
study not only of human cognition but also of any system with an 
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tent. Cognitive science focuses just on those aspects of ra-
tionality which can be accurately termed and scientifically 
researched. 

Recommended Literature

NICKERSON, R. S.: Aspects of Rationality. Reflections on What It Means To Be Ra-
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a structure of rationality, its elements, relations taking place among 
them, important processes within a system and alternatively also 
a means how it develops especially on the basis of self–observation. 
It represented an analysis of such phenomena and processes as 
thinking, mind, memory, perception, learning and decision making.

Rationality manifests in a form of opinions and beliefs, goals 
and values, preferences, judgements and choices which define 
directions of our lives. The way we express ourselves and a soci-
ety through rationality indirectly tells also about this rationality. 
Therefore, for philosophy, accumulation of experience and knowl-
edge represented still new stimulus for re–evaluation of concepts 
of rationality. Today, philosophy cannot ignore scientific knowledge 
connected with rationality. However, it does not mean that science 
has replaced philosophy. It is still and will be necessary to return to 
foundations and think anew about significant concepts, seek rela-
tions — and do likewise also beyond a boundary which science does 
not cross in its asking. For instance, artificial intelligence comes all 
the time with new applications such as e.g. the already mentioned 
face recognition. And in connection with that philosophy asks 
whether and how it affects our comprehension of rationality. 

Cognitive science brings especially a great amount of empiri-
cal scientific material concerning detailed examination of vari-
ous aspects of cognition and cognitive abilities of a human being, 
but also different living creatures and artificial systems. The main 
task of cognitive science is to reconnect knowledge of specific sci-
ences, search for new relations emerging in interdisciplinary per-
spective and give it a homogenous framework through a collective 
terminology. 

“Rationality” embodies more philosophical than scientific 
concept. Nevertheless, a lot of aspects of rationality can be 
analysed and empirically examined to a relatively good ex-
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thinking through consistency with self–interest leads to a dead end 
because according to it eventually every action would be rational. 

Such comprehension makes rationality something too subjec-
tive. What one would comprehend as rational would be irrational 
for someone else. Nonetheless, this is just how it often happens 
in practice. People are not able to come to an agreement although 
everyone beliefs that his approach is perfectly rational. 

Although this concept has its weaknesses, it still points out to 
something important. Interests, which we either do not realize at 
all or underestimate their influence on our thinking, decision mak-
ing and actions, might be hidden behind arguments which we de-
fend before ourselves as reasonable. 

Comprehension of rationality as consistency of actions with 
own preferences or goals represents a similar concept. It seems be 
to more acceptable because preference or goals of a human being 
do not have to be restricted to self–interest. The so–called Victorian 
comprehension of a rational behaviour can be taken as an exam-
ple: rational people decide on the basis of analysis of information, 
not whims, emotions or habits. They try to maximise wealth and 
beneficial effect. The concept of instrumental rationality embodies 
a different example. According to it, rationality is assessed on the 
basis of efficiency of means in relation to an intended goal. Howev-
er, that would mean that only the means not goals can be assessed 
as rational or irrational. 

The concept of instrumental rationality understood in this way 
does not seem to be consistent with common sense because some 
goals would not be seen by majority of people as rational (for instance: 
an attempt to secure against any possibility of fatal accidents). 

Thorough examination of goals is not only a subject of ethics 
and aesthetics but it is also much more important than assess-
ment of means. To be rational means to pursue defensible goals. 

Keywords: rationality, consistency, reason, standard, adaptiveness

2.1 Concepts Based on the Criterion of Consistency 

As it has been introduced, the word “rationality” is used in various 
contexts, it does not have unequivocal meaning in ordinary lan-
guage and not a single concept of rationality exists even in pro-
fessional circles. Raymond S. Nickerson in his book on rationality 
introduces an outline of the main approaches of various authors 
(Nickerson, 2008, pp. 13 — 32).

Comprehension of rationality as consistency with self–inter-
est represents the first concept. According to this approach, ra-
tionality means to think and act on the basis of one´s own best 
interests. It sounds quite reasonable, however, and immediately 
a question emerges: How do we know what is the best for us? Is 
what we want at the moment the best for us? It frequently hap-
pens that we retrospectively become aware of imperfection of our 
desires as well as decisions. For instance, when it shows that what 
we wanted and what we might have achieved was not the best, al-
though at that time it appeared to be so and we were even con-
vinced about that. 

Self–interest can be understood as everything what one consid-
ers to be the best for him. Self–comprehension plays a vital role here 
because one´s belief can lead someone to hurting others while some-
one else´s to altruism or even self–sacrifice. It seems that a line of 

2. Concepts of Rationality
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2.3 Concepts Based on the Criterion of Sensitivity 
and Cognitive Effort

The fifth concept is comprehension of rationality as reflective-
ness. In this case reflectiveness should be understood as truth 
sensitivity, willingness to examine issues from various viewpoints, 
fairness of thinking which carefully considers prerequisites and 
a conclusion, critical thinking not quickly jumping to conclusions 
but requiring examination of its procedures and also an ability of 
self–criticism. Self–cognition, cognition of own limitations, i.e. hu-
mility (in contrary to intellectual arrogance) is also a part of reflec-
tiveness. There is no stability of reason; it is constantly in motion, 
in search for substantiated truth. 

This comprehension of rationality assumes cognitive effort 
to be an important element. To be rational means to invest 
intellectual energy, not to be satisfied with what is offered by 
itself but to look what is behind the given, to scrutinize what 
is below the surface of an action. Impulsiveness represents 
the opposite of reflectiveness. Excessive reflectiveness might 
lead to excessive indecisiveness. And thus, it shows that an 
ability to evaluate an amount of thinking proportional to 
find a good solution in a given situation is a significant as-
pect of rationality. 

Awareness of means we apply or which affect us during logical 
arguments is likewise an important part of reflectiveness. These 
might be media, expectations, values or basic beliefs. Their recog-
nition and assessment is much more demanding than in case of 
logical arguments. Comprehension of rationality as responsive-
ness to reasons is the fifth concept. According to it, rationality of 
belief or action is a matter of responsiveness to the reasons for and 

2.2 Concepts Based on the Criterion of a Level of Thoroughness 

Comprehension of rationality as optimal analytic choice be-
haviour represents the third concept. According to it, a rational 
behaviour is the one which includes thinking through possible 
consequences of decisions (choices) by quantitative means and on 
the basis of this assessment an individual chooses the choice lead-
ing to achieving of an intended objective. A tool of this concept of 
rationality can be, for instance, an investment and payoff matrix 
(table). The table rows represent a certain action alternative, while 
the columns embody states of the world. Each matrix cell stands 
for payroll assigned to a choice and world state. A final decision 
arises from some normative rule (for instance: to maximise gain). 
Payoffs might be quantified variously. Except for a financial value, 
for instance, a benefit effect can be used instead which brings an 
element of subjectivity also into this concept. 

Comprehension of rationality as satisfaction with at least 
some reasons is a milder version of the previous concept. Accord-
ing to some authors, people pursue rather satisfaction than opti-
misation. It means that when people want to comprehend a situa-
tion or think about a solution, they are satisfied if they find some 
reasons. According to research outcomes, they do not attempt to 
achieve the best possible comprehension or decision but the one 
which will satisfy them. Some thinkers consider tendencies to be 
satisfied also with a little to be a weakness and a cause of immature 
conclusions and decisions of people. They express it by branding 
people cognitive misers or intellectually lazy organisms. 

A question then is how much of cognitive effort has to be 
made in order to be possible to call given thinking in a certain 
particular situation rational. How close should a perspective 
or a solution be to the optimal one in order to be able to call it 
rational? Yet, this approach does not answer these questions. 
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for rationality. For instance, a left wing view on politics might 
seem to be irrational to supporters of a political right wing and 
vice–verse. 

Standards might be also based on widely accepted behaviour. 
Irrationality would then simply be a deviation from the usual. 
The last concept to be mentioned here is comprehension of ra-

tionality as pragmatic adaptiveness. Many observers believe that 
human cognition is adaptive, i.e. it developed in order to assure 
the species survival. However, some thinkers point out to the fact 
that evidence well adapted to survival does not have to be oriented 
to search for truth at all. Sometimes it might be more effective to 
avoid some mistakes.

A condition of adaptiveness is certainly necessary for rationality, 
otherwise we could not even think about it, because we would not 
exist. Yet, it is questionable whether it is also a sufficient condition. 

It is true that so far we have survived as species. But the ques-
tion still is whether our life has higher quality than the one of ani-
mals. We can further ask: Do we live in a way mutually supporting 
ourselves in the quality of life? Do we head towards a long–term 
survival or rather to near extinction? These questions doubt com-
prehension of rationality as adaptiveness. 

In addition, it is necessary to point out that adaptiveness has 
two levels. One of them is the biological level representing our 
genes, while the second one embodies cultural level and concerns 
our memes. Today, cultural conditions modify so quickly that we 
can react to them only on the same level. 
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against, and also of the process in which these reasons originate. 
It attempts to describe a way how we substantiate something for 
ourselves. Sometimes we tend to neglect this evidence. Especially 
in difficult situations people underestimate evidence. Nonetheless, 
it is difficult to evaluate rationality characterised from this point 
of view because we would have to penetrate into mental processes 
of others. Someone could act in such a way that his deeds would 
be viewed as rational, however, in accordance with this criterion, 
they would be really rational only if their doer had proper reasons 
to perform them. 

2.4 Concepts Based on the Criterion of Conformity 

The seventh concept is represented by comprehension of ra-
tionality as conformity to standards i.e. to some normative 
system, such as logic or probability theory. 

Human beings have plenty of limitations: they are not omniscient 
and endowed with infinite mind or performance. Except for that 
they differ in extent of their limitations: children and adults, geni-
uses and less intelligent people... Does it, indeed, mean that accord-
ing to this concept every human being should conform to some 
other normative system? Then further questions are generated: 
Where did norms come from? How can we cognise them? How can 
we substantiate them? 

Economists provide the normative model of an economic man 
according to which rational behaviour is defined as conformity 
with certain rules concerning costs and benefits. 

It might seem that such a model is even descriptive; however, 
a lot of studies confirmed that people do not frequently act accord-
ing to what is economically the most profitable for them. Basically, 
own thinking and behaviour is often tacitly considered a standard 
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3.1 Diversity in Manifestations of Rationality

If rationality is ability typical of a human being, questions are gen-
erated whether every man is endowed with this ability to the iden-
tical extent and whether it is manifested in the same way. We tend 
not to consider all decisions of other people as reasonable and we 
also do the same when evaluating the way someone copes with his 
life from a long–term perspective. Rationality is assigned to all peo-
ple through a general consensus; nonetheless means of its applica-
tion can vary. Someone can be, for instance, an excellent theoreti-
cal chemist, but at the same time very impractical at housekeeping. 

Every scientific discipline needs to make its research sub-
ject more comprehensible, create types, classes into which 
its research subject can be classified. Also the typology of 
rationality represents an approach attempting to describe 
complex phenomenon from various viewpoints. Through 
this, common but also dissimilar aspects and manifestations 
of rationality get foregrounded. 

NOZICK, R.: The Nature of Rationality. Princeton, New Jersey : Princeton University 
Press, 1993, pp. 3 — 40.
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3. Types of Rationality
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tion of possible mistakes and prejudices (Gálik, 2009, p. 8). 
The common sense rationality is based on social communi-
cation taking place on a level of ordinary language and world 
of everydayness. Both of these types mutually need each 
other and also partially overlap. 

The common sense rationality has a wider scope than rationality 
of science achieving its accuracy only thanks to a certain narrow-
ing of a subject and methods. Common sense covers wider context, 
for instance, a context of moral, cultural and social values. Con-
trarily, rationality of science is more profound than the common 
sense rationality just thanks to systematic and detailed examina-
tion of a specific object. 

3.3 Other Types of Rationality 

Within the analysis of a relation of scientific and common sense 
rationality, J. Nosek introduces other two types of rationality being 
a part of the scientific as well as common sense rationality (Nosek, 
2007, pp. 22 — 38). The functional type of rationality represents 
the first one. Nosek introduces construction of Egyptian pyramids 
in line with the same principle as an example. In general, an op-
eration which can be understood as a means always leading to the 
same type of objective is substance of this type of rationality. The 
functional rationality developed into an abstract form in mathe-
matics especially through the concept of function. The mathemati-
cal function relates to objects from one set (inputs) the objects of 
the other set (outputs) through the same operation. An equation 
y = x3 + 2x — 4 as a function in a set of real numbers can stand 
as an example. Gottlob Frege (1848 — 1925) universalized this ap-
proach and applied it to the field of logic. And thus, predicate logic 
and virtually the whole modern logic could be born. Predicate logic 

Every classification proceeds from a certain criterion. There is 
no simple rule for finding a suitable one; it is a matter of invention. 
Yet, some classifications are natural or established to such an ex-
tent that they are also commonly used. Others do not have to be 
directly known intuitively but might represent exactly the contri-
bution to more profound comprehension of studied phenomenon. 
Within the typology of rationality, we are to introduce here only 
several examples. 

3.2 The Most Common Classifications of Rationality 

The first ordinary used categorisation of rationality is its division 
into theoretical and practical one. The theoretical rationality is 
concerned with our beliefs and judgement. Logic, principles of log-
ic and especially logical consistency represent its formal founda-
tion. Its material base consists of our senses and ability to perceive 
and interpret (mainly) external reality built on them. The practical 
rationality deals with decision making and strategies when achiev-
ing goals, from the simplest ones to management of one´s life from 
the point of view of its overall meaning. Decision theory represents 
its formal base while the material one is formed by human nature 
(from physiological point of view located in genes). 

Other culturally established types of rationality are scientific 
and common sense rationality to which Jiří Nosek dedicated one 
whole book (Nosek, 2007). According to the author, both types are 
characteristic of reflection on conceptual thinking which includes 
abstractness and generality. 

The scientific rationality is defined by a requirement of strict 
verification of its assertions. On one hand, it represents a re-
quirement of their substantiation, and on the other hand, 
a requirement of their verification, i.e. search and elimina-
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1. cognitive–instrumental reason concerns science, and predic-
tion of phenomena and their control is expected from it 

2. moral–practical reason concerns moral and social decision 
making, and 

3. aesthetic–expressive reason deals with art.
He is most interested in the second field. Since nowadays peo-

ple do not live in the world of collectively shared basic beliefs, the 
answer to the question: How should we live together? is more com-
plicated than it used to be in the past. Communication and argu-
mentation represent a path leading to it. 

However, means of application of knowledge are more impor-
tant than its acquisition. Habermas does not base his compre-
hension of rationality on the abstract out–of–time sphere but 
on the one of everydayness and means through which human 
thinking, speaking and actions are manifested in it. That is 
the reason why his concept of rationality is not relativistic al-
though it also emphasizes significance of a context and histo-
ry. He finds rationality standards in cerebral depth structures 
by examining aspects of everyday communication. 

3.4 Rationality and Transcendence 

Non–relativity of rationality can be emphasized also through 
its link with transcendence. 

When transcendence is mentioned, connections with religion usu-
ally emerge among first connotations. And it is true that mainly 
complex forms of religions have also their rational aspect in a form 
of theology. However, the question still is what a connection of 

relates one of the two truth–values: truth or falsehood to every lan-
guage expression fulfilling certain prerequisites. Frege was aware 
of narrow applicability of its proposal because it was mathemati-
cal proofs what he primarily wanted to express more convincingly. 
This approach was later applied in a wider extent and thanks to 
this success some scientists were led by it to attempts expanding 
it to a whole scientific language or even to natural language. How-
ever, it successfully resists such attempts. 

The analytic — constructional type of rationality represents 
the second additional type. It is based on experience of decompo-
sition and composition which already our nomadic ancestors liv-
ing in tents had. The vocal writing decomposing language into its 
most basic cornerstones and subsequently re–composing them 
embodies an example of use of this type of rationality. Although 
this knowledge seems to be more abstract and not enough practi-
cal in comparison to an invention of tent, in the end, it meant more 
because it enabled to develop cultural memory into the extent 
unimaginable previously and also represented acceleration of cul-
tural development. As to rationality and cognition, this approach 
represents an attempt to comprehend a whole from explanation 
of its parts, structures and functions. Especially cognitive sciences 
follow this way and focus not only on cognition as such, which is to 
say from within, but also on its physical base and its manifestation 
in language and society. J. Nosek points out to the fact that this 
type of rationality is a method of concretisation. “No sooner than 
with formation of the analysis, a problem appears whether there 
are such things as, for instance, human freedom which defy con-
cretisation. Through a contrast with the constructional analysis, 
an issue of freedom acquires a new dimension.” (Nosek, 2007, p. 38)

Jürgen Habermas promotes the concept of communicative ra-
tionality and advocates its necessity. He approaches it through an 
analysis of emptied rationality of current decentralised world and 
within it we can distinguish three types of reason: 
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transcendence. First of all, rationality is born from exceeding of 
empirical conditions. The world of the immediately perceived is 
broadened by rationality into a richer mental area including also 
memories, projections about the future and search for invisible 
(unperceivable, transcendent) links. Individual forms of transcend-
ence have their structure and manifestations. They can lead to re-
construction of a conceptual apparatus or even to modification of 
a world view, change of a paradigm. Although, it can be manifested 
differently in every sphere, it focuses on a common cultural base 
from which they arise and which is founded on rationality as es-
sential openness to transcendence. 
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rationality of religion and rationality of other spheres of life is. At 
first sight, it might seem that spheres like religion and mathemat-
ics got gradually more and more removed from each other and 
therefore relatively individual rationality got created within each 
of them. Nonetheless, Ladislav Kvasz points out to a common base 
of rationality and parallels in development of these two spheres 
(Kvasz, 1997). Both religion and mathematics cross the world of 
phenomena and experience and refer to something what surpasses 
this world. We can notice certain parallels when observing develop-
ment of forms of transcendence in these spheres. The first one of 
them to which L. Kvasz draws attention is a significant break point 
or breakthrough in mathematical thinking representing a transi-
tion from concrete calculation instructions in Egyptian mathemat-
ics to an idea of proof in Greek mathematics. Ancient Egyptians 
were able to calculate also relatively difficult problems (such as, 
for instance, a volume of truncated pyramid) without a clear idea 
why the instructions work. For them, they represented something 
like a recipe in a cookbook for us. On the contrary, proofs provided 
by Euclid in his Elements offered argumentation and insight into 
a problem. The instructions and proof are two dissimilar forms 
of mathematical transcendence. In L. Kvasz´s view, it has its par-
allel also in religion. The mathematical calculation instructions 
correspond to religious ceremonies as activities with a symbolic 
meaning through which one turns to transcendence. In both cases 
a certain activity is performed and delivered without deeper com-
prehension of its functioning. On the other hand, a religious prayer 
corresponds to the mathematical poof. Both represent more imme-
diate insight into an event. The proof is an anticipation of logical 
principles in the background of seemingly random thinking and 
belief in them, while the prayer is an anticipation of a sphere of 
trust and meaning in the background of a seemingly chaotic world 
and faith in this sphere of transcendence. 

One could continue further in similar parallels. Yet, the princi-
pal issue we want to imply is the connection of rationality with 
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authority or efficiency, we find out that logic thanks to its self–
reference reaches its boundaries. It is not able to provide to itself 
what it requires everywhere — logical evidence. 

We can figuratively say that logic represents hinges on which 
our pondering is hung. Therefore, if we wanted to substantiate 
logic as such, we would need argumentation, thinking, i.e. some 
substantiated logic and this approach would represent an infinite 
regress. Lewis Carroll, the author of Alice´s Adventures in Wonder-
land whose protagonists are Achilles and a tortoise similarly as in 
the famous Zeno´s paradox, described it with a certain amount of 
humour, playfulness and nonsense. The tortoise is willing to accept 
two assumptions, however, in order to accept also a conclusion it 
requires Achilles to add the third assumption explicitly determin-
ing a logical principle that if two propositions are true, the conclu-
sion is likewise true. Nonetheless, the problem then is that three 
assumptions emerge, so the distrustful tortoise demands another 
logical principle solving also this situation. Yet, such a process can-
not be terminated (Carroll, 1895). Douglas R. Hofstadter borrowed 
L. Caroll´s characters, Achilles and tortoise, as well as something 
from his playful style and used them in his book Gödel, Escher, 
Bach. It is an impressive work on substance of rationality and 
mind repeatedly leading us to the problem of self–reference (Hof-
stadter, 2012). 

Except for the fact that we cannot substantiate logical princi-
ples, they are not viewed as automatic in our mind. If someone de-
cided not to follow them, we do not have means to persuade him 
about anything because every argumentation stands or falls on 
the willingness to follow logical principles with inference. 

 
4.2 Rationality and Intuition

In most cases, logic textbooks do not speak about the origin of logi-
cal principles (after all, logic does not even set it as its objective). 
František Gahér in his logic textbook discusses this issue at least 
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tials of mathematics, 

4.1 The Search for Standards of Rationality 

Without standards of rationality, referring to it becomes dis-
putable. However, how can we call any belief, decision or ac-
tion rational (or irrational), if we cannot advert to any stand-
ards which would be generally considered as a norm and 
according to which evaluation would take place? Every the-
ory of rationality requires some standards. Thus, if there are 
such standards, what constitutes them? Where did they come 
from? How do they earn respect and what makes them to be 
accepted as standards? What confirms their authenticity? 

As the first, logical principles seem to be suitable for a role of stand-
ards of rationality. Logic has been strengthening its position of 
science about proper thinking since Aristotelian era. With math-
ematisation of science and development of information systems 
bringing breathtaking changes to the whole our way of life, the 
position of logic has got even more consolidated, because it consti-
tutes a framework of these approaches. However, when we start 
to search for the origin of logical principles and a cause of their 

4. Standards of Rationality
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but on the other hand, also the opposite assumption of final di-
visibility of time and space leads to a dispute (Zlatoš, 1995, pp. 75 
— 77). When paradoxes in set theory were discovered at the turn 
of the 19th and 20th centuries, it was viewed as doubting of foun-
dations of mathematics and thus also the ones of science. Again, 
the infinity was in the picture. That fact inspired formulation of 
three programmes in order to overcome this crisis: logicism, intui-
tionism and formalism. Representatives of these trends struggled 
for the concept of foundations of mathematics not only through 
a peaceful discussion but sometimes also through passionate 
quarrels which negatively affected the mathematical community. 
Leopold Cronecker´s dispute (1823 — 1891) with Georg Cantor 
(1845 — 1918) and later Luitzen Egbertus Jan Brouwer´s one (1881 
— 1966) with David Hilbert (1862 — 1943) became the most fa-
mous. This second dispute in which Brouwer defended a position of 
intuitionism and Hilbert formalism influenced a significant part of 
mathematical community of that era. A magazine Mathematische 
Annalen represented its most important periodical. Brouwer put 
an emphasis on intuition and on its basis he refused to use other 
than finite quantities. For Hilbert, consistency was the most crucial 
and therefore he did not see any problem in work with the infinity, 
as long as formal notations containing the infinity were non–con-
tradictory. Both of them were afraid about future of mathematics 
to such an extent that they started to consider each other to be 
a threat to its development. It resulted to such a state that in 1928 
the editorial board had to be dissolved for a certain period (Barrow, 
2000, pp. 194 — 221).

When even in mathematics representing a shop window of 
rationality it is not easy to come to an agreement, how much 
more difficult it is in other fields. The search for standards 
of rationality continues and rationality as well as intuition 

briefly: “A process through which we can grasp logical concepts, ac-
cept some judgements as true and some opinions as logically cor-
rect seems to be almost the most mysterious from all.” (Gahér, 2003, 
p. 26) He terms the fundament of this process metaphorically as 
a sixth sense, logical vision or in accordance with the Stoic tradi-
tion cataleptic (prescient) logical fantasy. 

If we do not create standards of rationality but discover 
them, where should we focus our attention, if we want to un-
cover them? If we discover them, how do we know that we 
have done so (and not something else)? If we form them, ac-
cording to what do we do so? What standards do we use? R. 
S. Nickerson asserts that all attempts of thinkers to answer 
questions concerning substance of rationality finally explic-
itly or implicitly refer to intuition (Nickerson, 2008, p. 39).

When referring to intuition, some thinkers appeal to common 
sense, that is to something what should be generally acceptable, 
others to intuition of the best, qualified individuals. However, who 
should evaluate who is qualified? Such a man would have to be 
even more qualified in order to be able to assess qualifications of 
others. 

4.3 Disputes on Foundations of Mathematics 

Also discussions and disputes present in science, especially in 
mathematics, show that it is not so simple with intuition. 

Some important concepts of ours are intuitively acceptable for 
some people and not for some others. The infinity embodies such 
a concept in mathematics. Already Zeno´s aporias implied strange-
ness of the concept of infinity. On the one hand, he substantiates 
impossibility of division of time and space ad infinitum in them, 
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5.1 Consistency as the Condition of Rationality 

The law of the excluded third (tertium non datur) has always played 
a vital role among logical principles. A condition of consistency 
embodies its generalisation for thinking and rationality. 

In logic, consistency of a set of assumptions means that this 
set does not contain contradictions and they cannot be logi-
cally deduced from it. In the figurative meaning, consistency 
as a personal quality then represents a consonance or har-
mony of elements of life or human behaviour. It might mean 
that what one speaks about, should also perform. Or that his 
statements taking place at different times should not mutu-
ally contradict because it is the only way how one can prove 
stability of his principles of thinking and actions. 

In majority of societies, the harmony of words with deeds and sta-
bility of thinking enabling prediction of reactions of a human being 
are considered to be an ideal towards which we should aim. Their 
appreciation practically predestines consistency to be a suitable 

participates on it. At the same it shows that on one hand, we 
share rationality because otherwise we could not discuss it, 
but on the other hand, rationality of every human being has 
its subjective elements and thus it is always rationality from 
a certain viewpoint. 
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consequences of such ways of thinking were shown also by the 
boom of ideologies taking place in the 20th century. On the basis of 
researches, a lot of thinkers come to an idea that consistency of our 
beliefs is rather local than global. In most cases, a group of close be-
liefs shows consistency, i.e. our thinking follows this tendency also 
without our special effort. However, consonance of all beliefs is 
much more demanding and seems to be not required for survival. 

The criterion of consistency may be problematic also due to 
a simplified means through which we would like to apply it 
to everything. It is justifiable to consider it to be a manifesta-
tion of rationality, if we insist on the fact that it is not pos-
sible for table to be and not be present before me at the same 
time. If instead of the table we ponder about justice, it might 
seem that not much has changed. Then there is the question 
whether there is or is not justice in the world. Both stances 
can be supported very well by arguments. In situations dis-
cussing such complex issues it is much wiser to jump over 
narrow boundaries of rationality insisting on consistency of 
beliefs which represent only a simplified model of reality and 
to be open to what exists. Openness of thinking then means 
that we do not assess and perceive a current issue only in 
a light of previous beliefs but accept a fact as it is given to us. 
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candidate for the standard of rationality. Already small children 
can recognize obvious inconsistency in speech or deeds of their 
parents (although they cannot give reasons). Further, we consider 
it to be ethically incorrect, if someone applies one type of bench-
mark to himself and different one to others. Generally known say-
ing “Practise what you preach” represents its manifestation. 

5.2 Closeness and Openness of Thinking 

However, it is not so simple either with consistency. The require-
ment of complete consistency of all own beliefs would probably 
surpass potential of majority of people due to time and intellec-
tual reasons. Even if it were possible, there is still other objection 
concerning intellectual modesty. Raymond Smullyan formulates it 
as a dilemma. Either one considers all his beliefs to be true what 
is perceived as intellectual arrogance, or accepts that he might be 
mistaken in his assumptions. In such case, he virtually accepts that 
some of his beliefs which he considers to be true is false — and that 
represents inconsistency (Smullyan, 1986, p. 182). As an analysis of 
phenomenon of fanaticism shows, it is not only a theoretical prob-
lem. In a fight for one´s identity, a human being has to overcome 
doubts about himself and values and beliefs with which he identi-
fied. Under certain circumstances, it happens extremely. Function-
ing of psyche moves to a mentality of fanaticism and has destruc-
tive consequences. Günter Hole defines fanaticism as “personal 
belief with a high level of identification preserved or followed with 
considerable intensity, stability and thoroughness, co–determined 
by a personality structure and related to limited contents and val-
ues. Incapability of a dialogue and compromise with other systems 
and people with whom it is fought as with an external enemy, with 
use of all means and in line with own conscience persists.” (Hole, 
1998, p. 27) Through prism of consistency, fanaticism shows to be 
such thinking and actions which extremely prefer own consist-
ency regardless of any effects of external environment. Negative 
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denoted understanding and was used as a translation of the Greek 
word „nús“.

In the modern times this word was popularized mostly thanks 
to psychology. It is understood as an effort to measure the success-
ful coping with specific tasks focusing on mental abilities. Indi-
rectly, this approach has been present within the culture for a long 
time and it is manifested in the appreciation of unique persons. 
However, the debates of experts show that the relation between 
intelligence and the personality strength is more complex. 

The second area, in which the term has undertaken and become 
popularized, is the research and creation of artificial simulations of 
human mental abilities — artificial intelligence. 

The term „intelligence“ is sometimes used also in wider context, 
in which intelligence is assigned not only to people and comput-
ers, machines or robots, which were created by humans, but also to 
animals and plants. 

As an equivalent to the mental abilities measurement, vari-
ous forms of other skills measurement were proposed: coping 
with emotions, success of social contacts, ability to learn foreign 
languages and other. In connection to this, there are other types 
of intelligence discussed; most of all, these are presented: logical–
mathematical, spatial, linguistic, bodily–kinaesthetic, musical, in-
terpersonal, intra–personal and existential. 

6.2 Intelligence Tests (IQ Tests)

The idea of testing human mental abilities reaches far into the 
past. The first system of this type used widely and long–term are 
the tests for hiring people to clerk positions in state administra-
tion in ancient China (around the 2nd century BC). The first mod-
ern intelligence test was published in 1905 by French psychologist 
Alfred Binet, nowadays called Binet–Simon’s test. Its main goal 
was to identify pupils who needed special assistance with their 
studies. 

Keywords: intelligence, intelligence quotient, computational theory 
of mind 

6.1 Intelligence

„Intelligence“ is a relatively vague term. Dictionaries and 
encyclopaedias present its various meanings: the ability to 
manage himself and learn in situations where direct and 
complete instructions are absent, abstract thinking, under-
standing, self–awareness, ability to communicate, thinking, 
ability to learn, emotional cognition, remembering, planning, 
problem–solving. 

To emphasize its vagueness and also from a humorous point of 
view, another “definition” is sometimes presented, according to 
which intelligence is what is measured by intelligence tests (IQ 
tests). The etymology and history of the word proves its rooting 
in our culture. The word originates from the Latin word “intel-
ligere“, which means understand, comprehend, recognize, know, 
think. This Latin term is already a compound word, therefore we 
can search its even further origin: prefix “inter–” means: between, 
and the verb “legere” means: collect, read, select. In the Middle Ages, 
the word “intellectus” became an important philosophical term. It 

6. Intelligence and Artificial Intelligence
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Machinery and Intelligence (Turing, 1950). There he proposed a cri-
terion, fulfilment of which could assign intelligence to the comput-
er. The lecture at Dartmouth College, USA in 1956 is considered the 
birth of artificial intelligence field. The main leader was J. McCa-
rthy, who is the author of the name Artificial Intelligence (in short 
AI). Other important participants of the lecture were: Marvin Min-
sky, Allen Newell and Herbert Simon. The first successful results of 
AI led to exaggerated optimism. Herbert Simon stated that in 20–
years time all machines will be able to do everything, that human 
can do. Today, the biggest success of artificial intelligence is the ex-
pert systems, neurone networks, logistics and deep data analysis 
(data mining). 

6.4 Philosophical Questions of Artificial Intelligence 

When we look back into history, we can find many philosophers, 
who prepared the thinking basis for the technical implementation 
of artificial intelligence. Let’s present some philosophers, who pre-
pared the way to the thinking viewed as a computation, calculation. 

Thomas Hobbes (1588 — 1679) stated that thinking is nothing 
else than calculation. 

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646 — 1716) developed the logic 
so it could be possible to create a calculation that would represent 
how our mind handles the thoughts. 

According to David Hume (1711 — 1776) perception has certain 
structure and its basic elements are the perceptive impressions. 

Immanuel Kant (1724 — 1804) offered an analysis of human 
experience, which shows, that human experience is led by formal 
rules. 

Hilary Putnam (*1926) introduced the idea of functionalism 
into the thinking about mental states (which he later rejected). Ac-
cording to this idea, it is not the physical nature of the mental state 
what is important, but its location within the structure and causal 
relations among other states. 

Today there are several types of standardized intelligence 
tests. The test result is expressed by a number which indi-
cates the person’s intelligence in comparison to the rest of 
the population. The name “intelligence quotient” has been 
used to represent this number (abbreviation IQ). The tests 
are standardized so that approximately 95% of population 
can reach IQ within the limit 70–130. The research proves 
that IQ distribution in sufficiently big population can be 
modelled by the normal division. 

Intelligence tests became popular in the 20th century, in one period 
even overrated, when they were considered quite uncritically dur-
ing selection procedure. Even today IQ is used as one of the factors 
based on which it is roughly possible to predict success in studies 
or meeting the demands of certain profession. However, bigger sig-
nificance is also given to the influence of other potential factors 
that can increase or decrease the success rate during completing 
the tasks or mission. Among such factors are also: stamina, creativ-
ity, self–discipline, ability to communicate with other people, emo-
tional stability, ability to concentrate. 

6.3 Artificial Intelligence (AI — Artificial Intelligence)

Artificial intelligence is a scientific discipline dealing with 
creating machines or systems ( e.g. software), which will use 
such procedure when solving specific task, that would be 
considered as a sign of intelligence if used by a human. 

The first complex vision of artificial intelligence was introduced 
by Alan Turing (1912 — 1954) in his famous article Computing 
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All presented ideas became the basis for elaboration of theories, 
algorithms, and later technical solutions, which enabled effective 
simulation of many aspects of thinking using machines and com-
puters. The prevailing approach within artificial intelligence is the 
computing theory of mind. According to this theory, the relation 
between the mind and the brain is an analogy to the relation of 
running programme and computer. 

With the formation of artificial intelligence, questions exceed-
ing the “technical” aspect of the matter arose: Are there any es-
sential limits of machine intelligence? Is there any fundamen-
tal difference between machine and human intelligence? Can 
machines think or have consciousness? Can machines feel? 

Various types of answers to these and also similar questions repre-
sent different philosophical attitudes to AI. We will present some 
of them, mostly those, which stimulated wide discussion. 

According to A. Turing, we do not need to define what it means 
that a machine thinks (not even that what it means when a human 
thinks). We need to decide if a machine can act as intelligently as 
a human. This approach is the basis of Turing’s test. 

Another attitude represent the hypothesis from Dartmouth: 
Every aspect of learning or any other sign of intelligence can be 
described so precisely, that based on that a machine, which will 
simulate the activity or ability in question, can be created. 

 Newell and Simon’s hypothesis states, that intelligence consists 
of formal operations or symbols, therefore the physical system of 
symbols has the necessary but also the sufficient possibilities of 
intelligent action. Opposite opinion was presented, for example, by 
Hubert Dreyfus.

Some attitudes are based on the results of Gödel’s incompleteness 
theorem. In line with them (sufficiently complex) formal system 

cannot prove all true statements. According to Roger Penrose this 
forms a limitation to the machinery intelligence. 

A well–known and widely discussed argument is the “argument 
of Chinese room” from John Searle. He uses it against the possi-
bility of strong artificial intelligence. This name represents the hy-
pothetical physical system of symbols, which would have a mind 
and mental states. According to Searle, there is no room for mind in 
“Chinese room”, it is only a mechanical manipulation with symbols. 

Optimistic approach is represented by “argument of artificial 
brain”. Hans Moravec, Ray Kurzweil and other argue that it is tech-
nologically feasible to create hardware and software copy of brain. 
The brain activity is possible to be precisely simulated. 

The authors of sci–fi genre in art went even further. In literature 
and films they can present such progress in artificial intelligence 
development and such situations, which are currently impossible. 
In them people colonize the space, robots are their equal partners, 
or they get out of people’s hand and start to threaten them, it is 
possible to manipulate people’s minds. Through their works these 
authors ask important ethical questions and also the questions 
about the purpose of our ambition to improve intelligence and 
gain control over it. 
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as a punishment, challenge, peacefully, nervously or furiously and 
in each of the mentioned means beliefs concerning some basic hu-
man questions play their role. 

Since beliefs significantly influence quality of our life, it is stim-
ulating to raise questions connected with them: In what forms are 
beliefs present in us? Do beliefs have “all or nothing” character or 
can they be graduated (it is connected with other propositional at-
titudes)? How are they formed? To what extent are they reason-
able? According to what criteria should we assess own beliefs or 
have doubts about them? How do they influence our thinking and 
actions? How do we reassess our beliefs? Can we concede exist-
ence of beliefs which cannot be expressed in language? Can we say 
about someone that he has certain beliefs although he is concur-
rently not aware of them? How false and extreme beliefs are cre-
ated? Do beliefs affect quality of thinking? Does quality of think-
ing influence beliefs?

7.2 Approaches to Beliefs 

Approaches to beliefs are virtually certain beliefs about beliefs and 
therefore thanks to self–reference they succumb to the same ask-
ing as beliefs. In spite of that we probably do not know better way 
than to enumerate such approaches and discuss them. 

From the point of view of representational approach, beliefs 
are entities with a form of mental representation. This approach 
can vary in details, for instance, according to ontological character 
of representations, the way they are present in mind and so on. The 
representatives of this approach include: J. Fodor, R. G. Millikan, F. 
Dretske, R. Cummins.

According to dispositional approach, to believe in something 
means to have certain qualities required for performance of an ac-
tion related to given belief. Belief is then a pattern of actual or po-
tential behaviour. Representatives of this approach are: R. B. Mar-
cus, R. Audi, E. Schwitzgebel.

Keywords: belief, propositional attitude, causal factor, confirma-
tion bias, metacommunication

7.1 Believes and Issues which Inspire

Beliefs are undoubtedly among the most crucial aspects of 
rationality. Belief is usually understood as something that 
we can imagine as an assertion which one considers to be 
probably true or would consider it to be of such a nature, if 
asked about that (Nickerson, 2008, p. 113).

Beliefs do not have to have a form of assertions and to believe in 
something does not inevitable mean to think about a given thing 
actively, to have it in mind at that moment. In contemporary analyt-
ic philosophy, a belief is characterised as a certain type of “proposi-
tional attitude”. It represents a mental state within which we some-
how connect to a real or possible state of an issue in which the given 
proposition is true. Except for a belief, the propositional attitudes 
include doubt, hope, desire, fear and faith. (Schwitzgebel, 2011).

Beliefs are one of the factors forming a way how we experience 
our lives. Therefore, situations when identical external circum-
stances are experienced variously by different people are possi-
ble. For instance, a serious illness or traffic accident can be taken 

7. Beliefs
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Experts still more and more agree on the fact that beliefs af-
fect a way of our judging in a greater extent than we would 
be willing to accept. R. S. Nickerson introduces the phenom-
enon of confirmation bias representing influence of beliefs 
on judging, when a way through which we search and inter-
pret answers to certain questions represents (unconscious) 
support of the already existing belief. For instance, a mem-
bership to a group usually limits thinking of their members 
on issues which are generally held in this group (Nickerson, 
2008, pp. 122 — 123). 

When political parties have to express their attitude towards a new 
situation, it frequently happens that although coalition and op-
position manifest an effort for objective examination, in the end, 
opinion groups agree on a discussed matter in accordance with po-
litical membership. 

Psychotherapeutic trends in psychology point out to even 
deeper foundations of our beliefs. Many of them help people by 
providing means how to work also with (hypothetical) uncon-
scious beliefs. The question of real existence of alleged beliefs is 
not the most important in such approach. A typical situation is 
a story of a man whose quality of experiencing got worse to such 
an extent that he asks for professional help. Let us introduce here 
an example of the transactional analysis operating with four basic 
implicit beliefs formulated in childhood: I am O.K., you are O.K. as 
wholesome belief and three other possibilities (I am O.K., you are 
not O.K., I am not O.K., you are O.K., I am not O.K. you are not O.K.) 
as manifestations of a deformation caused by “unwholesome” envi-
ronment during early childhood. 

An interpretive approach is similar to the dispositional one but 
puts an emphasis on observability of actions (on its physical as-
pect). Its representatives are: D. Dennett, D. Davidson.

From the point of view of functionalist approach, it is causal 
relationships to sense stimuli, behaviour and other mental states 
what characterises a mental state (and also belief). This approach 
is compatible with the representational and interpretative one. Its 
representatives are: D. Dennett, D. M. Armstrong, J. Fodor, P. Pettit, 
S. Shoemaker.

Eliminative and instrumental approach refutes existence of 
beliefs as individual entities. The instrumental approach under-
stands them as a useful way of description, however, it stresses 
that it is only a means of our speaking not a reality behind it. P. M. 
Churchland represents its representative. 

7.3 Beliefs as the Causal Factor 

The fact that our beliefs affect us is generally accepted. But the 
question is how and to what extent they do so. Some beliefs can 
contribute to improvement of thinking and quality of life while 
others can have the opposite effect. Owing to the fact that a scope 
of this issue is very wide, we are to mention here only several prob-
lems. We are to focus on a role of beliefs in communication in more 
details, especially on situations of dissimilar beliefs. 

People routinely distinguish between an optimistic and pes-
simistic attitude. It might be a stance towards a concrete issue or 
a more permanent attitude. It may seem that it is enough just to 
(volitionally) decide for an optimistic concept of life. Nonetheless, 
experiences with disappointments show that we cannot easily 
manipulate even ourselves with our beliefs. Although optimism 
cannot be taken in a pill or cannot be trained within some crash 
course, reflection of own beliefs can represent a way to a gradual 
change (Slavkovský — Tavel, 2005).
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An appropriate extent of binding to own beliefs and freeing from 
them can then arise from reflection. Metacommunication is show-
ing to be a new and still more required layer of communication. It 
means that apart from an originally intended topic of a dialogue, 
reflection of a communicative process itself comes into play. 

Reflection of a communicative process and roles of basic beliefs 
within it can contribute to making interpersonal meetings enrich-
ment for those who do not understand each other at the begin-
ning, whose beliefs differ in a lot of aspects (Slavkovský, 2006).
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7.4 The Role of Beliefs in Communication 

Basic beliefs play a vital role in communication of individu-
als, institutions, current globalised world and also in entire 
cultural spheres. Our rationality leads us to the fact that ar-
gumentation plays still more important role in every type of 
dialogue. From logical perspective, argumentation is substan-
tiation of some assertions by other ones. Nonetheless, such 
a way cannot substantiate a unit of beliefs because logic help 
verify only veracity of conclusions where there are prerequi-
sites considered as true in advance. This fact makes commu-
nication of people with dissimilar beliefs more difficult and 
implies that apart from argumentation also other prerequi-
sites for success of such communication are required. 

The first important prerequisite of a meaningful communication in 
a situation marked with significant dissimilarity of beliefs is a need 
for mutual respect. It represents recognition of a human value of 
a discussion partner and challenge not to consider him to be infe-
rior or not to degrade him to a tool for achieving of our objectives. 
Good will willing to get to understand the other one embodies an-
other prerequisite. It is a decision manifested through an interest 
in the other. In order to get to understand each other in this way 
people would have to at least open to a relationship within which 
they would search for hidden reasons of outwardly expressed argu-
mentation (to listen to a story of culture, family, religion... the other 
one, story of his childhood, crucial turns in his life...). The third pre-
requisite is the reflection of one´s own beliefs because we do not 
come to the most important beliefs (whether it pays to do good and 
believe in justice, whether suffering makes sense, whether God ex-
ists...) affecting our lives and representing the basis on which we 
make the most crucial decisions only thanks to rational reasoning. 
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of psychic, among which emotionality has significant position. Big 
personalities of philosophy history such as Plato, Aristotle, Spino-
za, Descartes, Hobbes or Hume offered theories of emotions mostly 
because of this. 

On the other hand, as humans we have the experience of how 
emotions can improve the quality of individual’s or community 
life. In state of joy everything seems to be in order, enthusiasm 
helps person to overcome obstacles and commit himself more, af-
fection and love lead people to overlook their own comfort and 
interests, even to risk their lives for other people and for greater 
good. What does all this say about the relation between rationality 
and emotionality? 

The aim of philosophic theories of emotionality always was 
the aspiration to understand how emotions influence our in-
terests, motivation, thinking, decision–making process and 
action and what we can do to make them a harmonic part 
of our lives.

Similarly as there is not one definition, nor one theory of ration-
ality, neither philosophers agree on the approach to emotionality. 
Among dictionary characterization of emotions we can find: viola-
tion of standard functioning of mind, feeling, passion, excited men-
tal state. It is also such state of conscience which is connected with 
certain level of pleasantness or unpleasantness and differs from 
cognitive and volitive states (Oxford English Dictionary, 2009). In 
addition, subjectivity and bodily (biological, psychophysiological) 
signs are assigned to emotions. From the evolution perspective, 
emotionality can be understood as certain development stage of 
the living creature’s adaptation to the environment (further details 
in Chapter 11). From the bio–chemical point of view, causality oc-
curred between emotions and hormones and neurotransmitter (e.g. 

Keywords: rationality, emotionality, brain defect, self–knowledge, 
awaken consciousness

8.1 The Impact of Emotions

Within rationality concept, behaviour, which will sooner or later 
have negative consequences for the person involved, seems con-
tradictory. People know from their own experience that reciprocal 
conflicts can lower the quality of their lives and in worse case lead 
to mutual killing as it happens in wars and, nevertheless conflicts 
are still present within human society. We allow the anger and ha-
tred to take control.

 
In society the awareness of emotions influence is present; one of 
its manifestations is, for example, the principle applied in judicial 
system based on which proven close relationship between two peo-
ple is considered prejudice, and therefore is understood differently 
from a situation in which people involved are strangers. All highly 
developed societies are also fighting against corruption which in 
this context signifies that people mostly unconsciously trust the 
possibility to influence other people’s emotions more than their ra-
tional judgement. 

 Despite this, can we consider people rational creatures? Many 
thinkers and scientists agree on one fact that life of humans is de-
spite their rationality in many ways defined by more archaic layers 

8. Rationality and Emotionality
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she did not feel any guilt for her improper behaviour, she never ex-
pressed any affection to anybody and she blamed others for her 
problems. The psychotherapy or medicine did not help her. She be-
came dependent on her parents and unemployment benefit with-
out any future prospects. 

From the traditional point of view on rationality it is a tragic 
story of a person whose behaviour seems from the society perspec-
tive as a quite irrational. Parents, teachers, tutors, psychologists, 
who worked with her, could ask: did we make a mistake? 

When the woman turned 20, her parents remembered that 
when she was 15 months old, she was injured, she was hit by a car, 
but she recovered in few days. The brain examination using mag-
netic resonance revealed damage of the brain pre–frontal areas. 
A team of experts led by A. Damasio had had a lot of experience 
with people having such defect. 
 As a typical example of such person, he presents a case of a pa-
tient with very similar brain impairment. For privacy protection 
reasons he calls him Elliot (Damasio, 2000, p. 41 — 54). Damasio 
describes his defect as follows: his ability to decide, ability to create 
effective plan for the upcoming hours, days, months was impaired. 
He was not able to learn from the catastrophic consequences of his 
mistakes. He was dealing with minor tasks but he was not able to 
focus on what was socially important. All other important func-
tions were not impaired, therefore the first impression he made and 
short contact presented him as a healthy person, and so did the re-
sults of standard psychological tests. However, during longer con-
tact he showed as a morally disturbed and socially unproductive. 

The newest research including brain activity mapping indicates 
that reasoning and decision–making within objects, numbers and 
words area reside in different parts of the brain than reasoning 
and decision–making of personal and social sphere. Elliot’s prob-
lems and to him similar patients can be summarized into terms 
“know” but not “feel”. Damasio expects many arguments, which 
support the opinion, that emotions play more important role in 

dopamine, noradrenaline, serotonin, oxytocin and cortisol). We will 
discuss those aspects of emotions that are related to rationality. 

8.2 Brain Defects and their Consequences 

Even ancient civilizations noticed sometimes very significant im-
pact of emotions on human behaviour. If someone feels anger, his 
facial expression, voice sound, muscle tension change, so he may 
even tremble. At such moment the person does not control the an-
ger, but the anger controls him. From such observations the first 
ways of how to indirectly control the influence of emotions were 
derived. We will discuss it later. 

Step by step, modern scientific methods disclose the mecha-
nism of emotions functioning up to the level of brain activities and 
chemical processes within the body. Antonio Damasio, the Ameri-
can neuroscientist of Portuguese origin (born in 1994), is one of the 
leading personalities within the emotions research using the neu-
rosciences. He published results of his research also in popularised 
books, in which he created a new perspective of relation between 
brain and emotions. His most famous hypothesis is the hypothesis 
of somatic markers about the influence of emotions on the deci-
sion–making process in complex situations including mutually ex-
clusive choices. On the background of this research there are many 
true stories from people with brain damage. 

One of his stories comes from the environment of stable healthy 
family with good relationships (Damasio, 2004, p. 177 — 178). The 
parents noticed that since she was three years old, their daughter 
did not react to verbal or physical forms of punishment the same 
way as her siblings. When she was fourteen, her behaviour became 
so anti–social that it was necessary to admit her to inpatient treat-
ment centre. She did not follow the rules and engage herself in 
conflicts with others. She lied, stole, she became pregnant when 
she was eighteen and when she gave birth to her child she was not 
able to emotionally attend to its needs. She could not keep any job, 
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Other outcoming questions: Does the person with this type of 
brain defect have free will? Is he responsible for his behaviour? Is 
he aware of his handicap? Is he aware of himself in a way common 
person is? Is his soul “suppressed” or how does it work? A. Damasio’s 
questions begin in the area of science but some of them get beyond 
it and become philosophical questions (Damasio, 2000, p. 27 — 50).

8.3 Emotions and Intellect 

One aspect of emotionality, which results also from this type of re-
search, that were described in previous subchapter, is its role within 
the decision–making process. If consistency in the opinion sphere 
and optimisation in the behaviour sphere are important for ration-
ality, then there are too many possibilities left in every more com-
plex situation. In cognitive science such problem is called “frame 
problem”. Its idea is that when the consequences of the behaviour 
are considered within decision–making process, most of them are 
irrelevant to the decision–making, therefore, it is necessary to elim-
inate them before the start of the consideration process. This prob-
lem was first formed in the area of artificial intelligence but later 
its generalized form was widely discussed within cognitive science 
and philosophy. This aspect of emotionality can be viewed also in 
a way where emotions are an important mechanism, which directs 
our attention and prevent us from difficult examination of all pos-
sibilities, which rationality can offer us. (de Sousa, 2012).

Beside the question of responsibility of emotions, which was 
already presented in connection with A. Damasio’s research, 
there is also discussion about the naturalness and authentic-
ity of emotions. The recency of this topic is increased togeth-
er with the knowledge of the chemical substances and cer-
tain receptors stimuli influence on our emotions. It includes 

the way how we orient ourselves in existentially important situa-
tions. And according to various research ventromedial prefrontal 
lobe parts prove to be the place where the stimuli and reactions 
originating from rationality on one hand and emotionality on the 
other hand meet and together participate on how in the end the 
person acts in certain situation. Throughout our lives our brain 
evaluates important situation and categorizes it according to emo-
tions they evoked. Based on that in similar situations it tends to 
adopt to specific type of solution — everything happens subcon-
sciously. Sometimes we are surprised how fast we can react also 
in complicated situations, rational evaluation of which would take 
us comparatively longer. And exactly this ability is lost by patients 
with such damage as Elliot had. 

Damasio’s conclusion in Elliot’s case was: his free will, and in 
that way also his responsibility, were limited. Thanks to his report 
Elliot got back his social support benefits. He explained to the au-
thorities that the changes in patient’s behaviour were caused by 
neurological damage not caused by him: a tumour damaged part 
of his brain. Before that he used to be a reliable, sociable, independ-
ent and matured person. Similarly, he explains also the problems of 
the young woman: her behaviour is a result of the defect of neural 
networks activities in brain. 

If things work the way A. Damasio explains, it complicates 
our understanding of rationality and its relation to emotion-
ality. If we experience socially unacceptable behaviour that 
hurts us or damages us, how can we know if we are experi-
encing an irresponsible and irrationally acting person or we 
are facing a victim of brain damage whose decision–making 
is limited and strongly influenced by something he is not 
aware of? 
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mindfulness, the importance is given to conscious observation of 
emotions. At the same time it presents the experience with such 
practice. Who learns to monitor his own emotions in his conscious-
ness, is not fixed on them, and becomes freer. (Buddha’s Bog speech 
on mindfulness details, 1993). If a wave of anger arises in the mind 
of such person, he does not follow it, he does not become that an-
ger but using the “reflector” of the consciousness he notices it like 
vigilant guard on the tower and he can decide what to do with the 
energy of the anger. Such approach uses conscious dealing with 
the emotion in contrast to suppressing, which does not process the 
energy of the emotion, it only does not allow its expression (only 
until the suppressed energy of several similar situation cumulates 
and suddenly surfaces, often unexpectedly). These old “techniques” 
are adapted also by some streams of current psychology and are 
interconnected with modern methods. 

In connection to the presented tradition the significance of con-
sciousness is emphasized also by contemporary spiritual author Eck-
art Tolle. He considers as real human emotions those emotions that 
represent reactions of our body to our thoughts. He does not deal 
with such situation where external stimulus causes that the person 
gets scared. Behaviour of (healthy) person can be closer to ego–state 
than to the state in which the role of ego diminishes or disappears. 

The ego is such state, in which person excessively identifies 
with his thoughts and emotions, so they control him and for 
his “self”. In line with the tradition of meditation and vigilance 
the liberation from the ego–state is not performed by the striv-
ing of rationality dominance over emotionality but the effort 
to transfer the centre of attention to the consciousness. 

Therefore, besides emphasizing consciousness he speaks about 
presence and he gives her specific deeper meaning. He says: “Our 

the use of alcohol, tobacco, drugs, antidepressants, gambling, 
internet pornography websites, advertising, ways of manip-
ulation, etc. Such non–natural effort to support certain emo-
tions or to avoid other ones, can lead to modified perception 
of reality and also self. 

For example, an alcoholic can be an intelligent person, even doctor, 
whose reasoning and behaviour seems rational in many situations, 
but some areas of his life and mostly those related to alcohol, can 
be viewed by him in a deformed way and he could appear to his 
community as irrational. 

Emotions are an important factor of self–knowledge. On one 
hand, it is said that emotions cannot be cheated, and therefore 
knowing your own emotional reactions to certain types of situa-
tions is a way to maturity. On the other hand, more and more re-
search shows that emotions can contribute to false self–knowl-
edge (and self–knowledge can evoke certain emotions). 

 An example of long known misinterpretation of knowledge and 
thinking is falling in love. In that period, emotions cause specific fo-
cus of attention in two aspects. The person in love selectively pays 
his attention to the person he loves, and he stops to perceive many 
things and people who he used to perceive. Besides he sees only the 
positive traits of the beloved one, while he omits the negative ones. 

8.4 Function of Consciousness 

Out of the ancient cultures the highest attention paid to harmon-
ic integration of emotions into the unit of life living was in India. 
Although the different trends of Indian tradition were contradic-
tory, with regards to cultivation of emotions they have similar 
approach. Consciousness and specific way of its direction dur-
ing meditation play an important role. In Buddha’s big speech on 
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or not doing something that anger drives me to do and that I might 
later feel sorry for. 

Cognitive scientists admit that for contemporary concepts 
of cognitive science and artificial intelligence, emotions as well 
as consciousness are a too big of challenge. Therefore, they sug-
gest extending the computing–representation understanding of 
the mind by the forms of selection, focus and activity, analogical 
tasks of human emotions and consciousness (Thagard, 2001, p. 163 
— 178). If such effort will be successful or on contrary it will later 
show that this is an area, in which the uniqueness and difference of 
human race from animals as well as artificial intelligence is shown, 
is the question for the future. 
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identity resides in Presence, not in our thoughts and emotions.” 
(Tolle, 2010, p. 99) Thoughts and emotions have the tendency to 
lead us in theory direction. They are like an offer to bet on a com-
fortable train and let it take you away. If we try not to think about 
anything and just observe the content of our consciousness, we can 
notice how emotions, images and with them connected feelings 
just emerge inside of us. E. Tolle began to notice this inner voice 
when he travelled by train and the lady travelling with him was 
speaking to herself aloud. Suddenly he realized that such process 
occurs in every one of us, only it is hidden, we do not speak aloud. 
To remain in presence, to be aware means to perceive all these inner 
tendencies but not to board any train (any thought or image), just 
to observe every of them. He presents an example about emotions: 
“You are not devastated when you hear, someone’s car was stolen. 
However, if it was your car, you would be angry. It is surprising how 
many emotions can be produced by such minor mental term as it is 
the word “my/mine”.” (Tolle, 2010, p. 94)

Rationality can predicate about the experience of conscious 
presence and this predication can be recorded and saved in a com-
puter, just like I am doing now. In the computer there is a precise 
representation of my thoughts and thanks to the possibility to sim-
ply copy and spread an electronic text, everyone, who will get to 
it, can read it. And still there is a difference between the situation, 
when someone is reading the text and understands it, and another 
situation when besides that he is also aware of that process of read-
ing and understanding, when he, firstly from time to time but then 
more permanently, returns to the presence. Not to the thought of 
the presence but to the way of focusing his consciousness. Accord-
ing to mindfulness tradition, this minor difference, which many 
might not even notice, becomes the basis of harmonic integration 
of emotions into the context of life. The difference between “read-
ing” and “I am aware that I am reading” can really be small. How-
ever, the difference between “I am angry” and “I am aware that I am 
angry” can be much bigger, it can be the difference between doing 
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One of the important challenges of decision–making pro-
cess monitoring is the form of modern society organisation. 
Democratic society was formed from the desire to ensure 
the most possible freedom for everyone. In comparison to 
the previous social organisations it is more difficult to keep 
the stability of such society if it wants to lower the threat of 
power exercitation, because strict power means the decrease 
of the room for freedom and decision–making. 

9.2 Research Results 

The wisdom of decision–making includes the ability to con-
sider how much time to dedicate to the decision–making of 
particular matter, which criteria to use and today also the 
preparation for situations in which we will need to decide. Be-
cause of that it is necessary to know also those mechanisms 
of decision–making, which we are not completely aware of. 

In his book about decision–making Jonah Lehrer presents the 
results of research related to decision–making in a popular way 
(Lehrer, 2010). One of the mechanisms that we have in common 
with the monkeys is the functioning of dopamine neurones. First, 
he presents the story of Lieutenant Michaela Riley, who served on 
a battle ship during the Gulf War in 1991. In one moment he spotted 
a moving dot on the radar screen, which could mean friendly com-
bat plane or enemy missile. He had 40 seconds to decide whether to 
order its down shot. He could save the battle ship of his own army 
forces with hundreds of soldiers on or shoot down his own plane 
with two pilots. He decided to shoot the aeroplane down. When the 
captain asked him why he had decided that way, he said that he 

Keywords: decision–making, democracy, dopamine neurons, meta 
decision–making 

9.1 The Significance of Decision–making 

Decision–making is a process between thinking and acting, and 
therefore it is an important part of discussions about rationality. 
Many minor decisions are made automatically, we do not even re-
alise them: what to have for breakfast, what to talk about with our 
relatives, which article to read during coffee break. Other decisions 
can be hard for us and they are like burdens: to undergo an opera-
tion, although it is risky? Get involved in a conflict at work? Accept 
a job, which would mean separation from the beloved ones? Sell 
the parents ‘house or have debts? Go into war? 

In the past the highest source of knowledge about decision–
making was the reflection based on the backward consideration of 
the whole process and already known consequences. Today there 
is organised research which tries to monitor the decision–mak-
ing process directly in laboratory conditions — from monitoring 
the people and the dialogues with them, through questionnaires, 
to the use of visualisation methods for brain activity monitoring. 
Moreover, there is a theory of games developing since the mid–20th 
century, which approaches the decision–making problem using 
mostly the mathematical methods. A. Demuth discusses the theo-
ry of games in a more detailed way (Démuth, 2013).

9. Rationality and Decision–making
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One of the phenomena that was discovered by the research and 
which influences our decision–making was called fear of loss. It can 
be characterised also as a discovery of one type of implicit convic-
tions. If we are facing (statistically) the same dilemma, only differ-
ently formed (once positively, another time negatively), our brain 
reacts differently — higher intensity of negative feelings has the 
tendency to influence the choice. The patients with the emotional-
ity defect that we discussed in the previous chapter are immune 
against this tendency. Lehrer also describes in details, how massive 
introduction of credit cards in America led many people into finan-
cial problems. When they paid in cash, the uncomfortable feeling 
related to imagination of losing the notes while paying prevented 
them from spending too much. Paying by credit cards weakened 
this feeling of loss and people started to spend more 

Another mechanism inside of us was called negativity prefer-
ence. Human mind perceives negativity more intensively than 
positivity. It has practical impacts: one critical comment in a rela-
tionship must be balanced by five positive and naturally in context 
implemented statements. 

There are many experiments, which confirm, that from certain 
moment the accumulating information or alternatives deteriorate 
the quality of decision–making. Nowadays when we want to buy 
a car, a computer, good wine or anything else, we face tens of simi-
lar offers which it is difficult to choose from. In the end, many buy 
something that they saw in an advertisement or they decide upon 
one criterion, which can be irrelevant to the product quality (e.g. 
colour). This phenomenon is present in the life of society, mostly 
in post–communist countries. People, who were used to fewer pos-
sibilities, become paralysed. They would rather accept one single 
option of hard work in a factory to the environment of freedom, in 
which they have many options but no security. 

simply knew he has to do it, although he did not have any ration-
al argument. He decided correctly, it was an enemy missile. Later, 
a cognitive psychologist Gary Klein showed interest in his story. He 
played the archived recordings and in the end he found the differ-
ence: the missile appeared on the screen with 8–second–long delay 
because it flew lower. Ridley, because he was trained in the screen 
monitoring, subconsciously noticed this difference and became 
concerned. It was the sign of dopamine system functioning. 

The research (mostly on monkeys), which J. Lehrer describes, 
shows that our brain knows more than we think it knows. The expe-
rience with repeated occurrence of similar situations forms “instinct” 
(automatic behaviour or feeling), thanks to which we decide quickly 
without consciously considering the alternatives. Everybody, who 
drives longer time or does some sport or regularly works on the com-
puter, knows it from his own experience. Dopamine neurones regis-
ter causal connections of events and based on them creates expecta-
tions, while frontal cingulum membrane is the tool of correction. 

The understanding of dopamine system functioning has also 
practical usage. The method of learning from mistakes is used in 
the development of artificial intelligence. Research in schools also 
showed that it is better to praise students for their effort than for 
their intelligence. Despite seemingly small difference in the form of 
appraisal, it dramatically influences students’ further motivation. 
Those, who were recognised for their effort, were willing to show 
much more effort. To praise the students for the effort is a way how 
to reinforce learning from mistakes (Lehrer, 2010, p. 53 — 78).

However, dopamine can also trick us. Lehrer also presents a story 
about a teacher with the onsets of Parkinson’s disease, who became 
a gambler. Neurologist prescribed her a medicine, which increased 
the levels of dopamine. The symptoms of the disease receded for 
some time, but she became addicted to gambling, although she had 
not been interested in gaming before. The dopamine system of the 
brain has the tendency to look for relations also where there are 
not any (computer games, lottery, and stock exchange).
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10.1 Rationality Cannot Substantiate Itself 

Rebecca Goldstein, the author of a book on a famous logi-
cian, Kurt Gödel, relates the outcomes of his thinking, espe-
cially his sentence on incompleteness, with a means of his 
experiencing while taking into account mainly the fact that 
he suffered from paranoia during his whole life: “Similarly as 
it is not possible to perform a proof of consistency of a formal 
system within that system, our rationality or even our mental 
health cannot be confirmed by rationality itself. How can one 
relying on a system of assumptions including assumptions 
on assumptions, get out of this system and find out whether 
he is rational?” (Goldsteinová, 2006, p. 176)

Also scientific papers of various humanistic sciences point to the 
same direction. Some aspects of our behaviour originate in the 
sphere which is at first concealed to mind and rationality. That time 
one either does not understand its own behaviour or interprets 
it incorrectly. This is, for instance, confirmed when a client over-
comes his problems whose rationality could not cope with thanks 

9.3 Paradox of Meta Decision–making

In the previous chapter, only some results of the cognitive research 
on decision–making processes were presented. These processes are 
evolutionary set in certain way, while in some situations it makes 
our life easier because our brains lead us to the decision also with-
out our conscious effort. However, because the life conditions in 
modern society have changed, some of our own inner mechanisms 
sometimes mislead us. This requires alertness on the meta–level: 
thinking about what is happening, what feelings occur in us, how 
we think, in what context it is happening. Based on such reflection 
we can decide better, which cognitive abilities to give priority dur-
ing decision–making, whether to decide at the moment or wait, etc. 
In such way, the decision–making about decision–making becomes 
the new aspect of decision–making. 

Also the decision–making about what the decision–making it-
self means belongs to the meta decision–making area, what creates 
regressive impact on the decision–making process as the recent re-
search proves (Dennett, 2008, p. 130 — 131). What have I willingly 
based my decision on, what does decide willingly mean? It is one of 
the auto–reference vicious circles that we cannot exit completely. 
It is not a negative fact, it only says about freedom and decision–
making that rationality can never embrace them completely into 
its webs of understanding, that in some way they remain a secret, 
there will still be present a paradox. 
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10. Paradoxes and Boundaries of Rationality
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also say something significant about rationality through their 
existence. 

Paradoxes find errors in thinking: either something is not all right 
with principles of thinking or assumptions. It causes a minor ra-
tionality collapse. Thinking running down on worn out tracks gets 
to a dead end. One can smile at such a situation, take it as a joke, 
game, nonsense and continue in an existing way of thinking. Or 
he can take it more seriously. This can bring a smaller or greater 
change of perspective on rationality and thinking while princi-
ples of thinking remain unchanged. It can even initiate reassess-
ment and modification in the way of thinking as such and show 
also on behaviour of a given individual. Recognition of boundaries 
and fragility of rationality can represent one important aspect of 
modification. 

10.3 Self–reference

The phenomenon of self–reference, a potential to refer to oneself, 
has caught attention of people probably a long time ago. We can 
assume it, for instance, on the basis of an ancient symbol of snake 
eating its own tail. The most famous one is known as Uroboros 
which is a Greek word and could be translated as the tail–eater. 
Traces of this symbol can be followed back as late as ancient Egypt 
and China. It is self–reference that plenty of paradoxes are based 
on, although every self–reference is paradoxical. Paradoxes got in-
volved most into development of thinking and science at the turn 
of the 19th and 20th centuries as I have partially mentioned in chap-
ter 4. The most famous is Russell´s paradox. In an abstract form, 
it can be expressed as a paradox of the set of all such sets that are 
not members of themselves. However, the problem is that such 
a set could and could not be a member of itself on the basis of this 

to psychotherapy. On the other hand, historical experience with 
great ideologies of the 20th century shows that rationality of whole 
societies can get out of control. Only a time and space distance or 
societal collapse can illuminate that a society believed more in its 
own rational model than in stimuli brought by the lived reality. 

An effort for rational comprehension of rationality is the appli-
cation of rationality on a specific interest area which is represented 
just by rationality. We cannot “place it before us” and examine it 
impartially without the use of rationality itself. Except for that, in 
this case, own beliefs are taken as a quality. Again, we could exam-
ine them only from the point of view of own beliefs. We are en-
closed within a hermeneutic circle or rather a spiral, in any case, 
the examined and the examining mutually determine, therefore 
we always only get closer to thorough and complete comprehen-
sion of rationality. Every theory of rationality is somehow affected 
by this self–reference and therefore we cannot escape from a para-
dox, incompleteness and relation with intuition. 

10.2 Paradoxes and Their Role 

Paradoxes and aporias are among issues which especially philoso-
phers fervently discussed already in ancient Greece. The Liar Par-
adox or Zeno´s Aporia of Achilles and the Tortoise have become 
a generally known part of our culture. 

The following definition of a paradox is written in The Cam-
bridge Dictionary of Philosophy: “It is seemingly correct substan-
tiation based on seemingly true assumptions leading to a contra-
diction (or other evidently false conclusion).” (Audi, p. 558)

On the contrary to other issues, paradoxes are interesting 
thanks to the fact that they resist our attempts to solve them. 
They represent not only a challenge to rationality but they 
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By resisting simple solutions, paradoxes support caution 
against excessively quick satisfaction and a feeling that this 
is the way how it is actually clear in a thinker looking for 
a solution of some problem. They help maintain openness of 
thinking, awareness of possibility of error and willingness to 
expose own solution to other argumentation.
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definition. This paradox has its “popular” version known as the bar-
ber paradox. It goes as follows: The barber in military quarters was 
ordered to shave all those and only those which do not shave them-
selves. Can he fulfil this order? If he can, should he shave himself or 
not? Argumentation leading to a contradiction can be formulated 
as follows: If barber does not shave himself, he should shave him-
self, because he should shave those who do not shave themselves. 
However, if he shaves himself then he is among those who shave 
themselves and he should not shave those ones. If he shaves him-
self, he should not shave himself. If he does not shave himself, he 
should do so. 

Even paradoxes do not discourage mathematicians from an 
attempt to build solid foundations of mathematics. Contri-
bution to a humbler approach to mathematics, logic and ra-
tionality appeared no sooner than with Gödel´s incomplete-
ness theorems whose proofs apply self–reference. 

10.4 Openness and Critical Approach 

In order to be able to serve as a good means of adaptation to envi-
ronment rationality should enable corrections. Karl. R. Popper be-
came well aware of it and considered a critical approach to be the 
most important property of rationality: “One of the best proper-
ties of ‘reason’ and ‘reasonableness’ is sensitivity towards criticism 
— willingness to be criticised and to want to criticise itself.” Accord-
ing to him, it is criticalness thanks to which science immensely 
develops our knowledge which “...grows through experiments and 
elimination of errors and ... the main difference between pre–scien-
tific and scientific growth of knowledge resides in a scientific level 
of conscious search for errors.” (Popper, 1995, p. 111)
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lower systems use biochemical characteristics). Rationality enables 
greater freedom of behaviour. Thanks to abstraction it is able to 
model the reality and anticipate the results of the interventions into 
reality. The evaluation of their success or failure creates the feed-
back of this level of adaptation. Thanks to modelling and anticipa-
tion, rationality can process the past, present and future. Rationality 
does not work with experiences but with terms, symbols and infor-
mation. However, the content of consciousness is compact, informa-
tion or outputs from all levels are interconnected there. 

From the phylogenesis perspective, rationality is as a biological 
system of adaptation to the environment quite young part of the out-
fit. It is hundreds of years against tens million years of lasting emo-
tionality and hundreds million years of vegetative level functioning. 

During the evolution paradigm formation in science and cul-
ture in the 19th century, a parallel between the life develop-
ment, specific species development and individual develop-
ment was suggested. The first to notice was Ernst Haeckel in 
1866 and this observation was called biogentic law. Accord-
ing to this law, ontogenesis is a shortened and accelerated 
repetition of phylogenesis.  Today this version of biogenetic 
law is considered too simplified but for pure needs it is suf-
ficient, if we accept certain similarity in rationality develop-
ment of us humans as a species and rationality of individual, 
and that from the biological basis point of view as well as 
from the important abilities perspective. 

11.2 Piaget’s Theory of Cognitive Development of an Individual 

Since long ago people have been aware of the fact that rationality 
is not changeless ability, it develops gradually from minor begin-
nings to maximum development in maturity and possible decline 
in old age or as a sign of an illness. 

 

Key words: adaptability, cognitive development, post–formal think-
ing 

11.1 Rationality Phylogenesis and Ontogenesis 

One of the presented theories of rationality emphasizes adapt-
ability as an important characteristic and condition of rationality. 
Adaptability is closely related to evolution aspect. For example, 
according to V. Rollo rationality is the highest form of person’s 
adaptability to the environment besides the vegetative level, 
which he shares with all living creatures, and emotionality, which 
he shares with mammals (Rollo, 1993, p. 13 — 23). Emotional level 
enables greater freedom of behaviour than lower vegetative level. 
The mechanism of emotions functioning is called valorisation. It 
is a process, which occurs outside the consciousness, only its re-
sult gets into consciousness. In this process there is certain level 
of pleasantness or unpleasantness assigned to every experience, 
based on its evaluation feedback of this level works as a system. In 
contrast to the vegetative level, which reacts only to the present, 
emotionality can process also the past. 

From the biological point of view rationality can be understood 
as a relatively autonomous system, which originates from the men-
tioned lower development stages and refers to them but at the same 
time it differs from them. This system resides in neocortex and its 
processes use mostly electric characteristics of the mass (while 

11. Rationality within the Development
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11.3 Hypothesis of Post–formal Thinking 

Piaget’s theory significantly contributed to more exact examina-
tion of development aspect of rationality. However, due to certain 
bias of the focus on some aspects of rationality, it was also received 
with some criticism. For example, some authors point out that Pia-
get’s theory does not distinguish individual areas of knowledge, 
while the newest theories give priority to the concept of possible 
specific development of individual areas and modularity of mind. 
Among other objections the following are included: Formal think-
ing excessively emphasizes the possibilities of logic during prob-
lems solving. It underestimates pragmatic quality of cognitive ac-
tivities of real life. It is suitable only for solving of those problems 
which require scientific approach and logical–mathematical analy-
sis. However, it is not suitable for social and interpersonal problems 
of everyday life. It focuses on closed systems and precisely defined 
problems, preferably those that have only one result. Formal think-
ing does not include relative nature of knowledge and the need of 
several reference frameworks. 

The criticism of Piaget’s theory inspired many philosophers 
to form theories, which consider the possibility of further 
stages of cognitive development after the formal operations 
stage (Commons, M. L. — Richards, F. A., 2003). All of them 
share the expectation of more complex forms of thinking 
than those which are characterized by formal operations. 

In details they differ a lot, depending on whether they discuss only 
the need of higher logics or they try to incorporate various spir-
itual and mystical states into their approach. We will present some 
characteristics of post–formal thinking that several authors agree 
on: This thinking declares multiplied (non–linear) relativity and 

The most famous theory, which in details examines the de-
velopment of human cognitive abilities with emphasis on 
their continuous changes in childhood, was the Jean Piaget’s 
theory (1896 — 1980). 

He suggested four development stages, which can shortly summa-
rized as follows: 

1. Sensorimotor stage. A child perceives and identifies objects, 
later it can realise their lasting although they are not present. Ra-
tionality is represented in kinetic activities without using symbols. 
At the end of this period child is able to repeat words, it gives them 
meaning. This level covers the period from birth to 2 years. 

2. Preoperational stage. Includes symbolic and demonstrative 
visual thinking. A child learns how to use language but the per-
spective is egocentric, it has difficulties to imagine perspective of 
someone else. It categorises objects according to one characteristic. 
It covers the period of 2–7 years. 

3. Concrete operational stage. At this stage the logical thinking, 
analytic and synthetic reasoning start to develop. A child step by 
step acquires the concept of preservation of certain constants (for 
example, the same volume of liquid in differently shaped contain-
ers). Egocentric thinking is receding. This stage covers the age of 
7–11 years. 

4. Formal operations stage. Thinking includes abstraction, gen-
eralisation, formation of hypotheses, and distance from reality. 
However, according to the research, only 35 % of graduates from 
high schools in the developed countries fully accomplish this level 
(Huitt, W. — Hummel, J., 2003). It is the period of adolescence and 
maturity. 

Piaget considered the formal operations stage as the final one. 
As a model for the description of this stage he used sententional 
calculus. 
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There are only few philosophers as significant as L. Wittgen-
stein, who would so radically re–evaluate not only some of their 
previous concepts, but also the basis of their thinking. Therefore, 
it is possible to view again his work also as he is leading the way 
to accepting the thought about the possibility of conscious devel-
opment of thinking beyond the limits of Piaget’s stage of formal 
operations. Wittgenstein did not use such terminology but in his 
work we can find implicitly present signs of similar approach. 

Besides what L. Wittgenstein wrote, this interpretation is sup-
ported also by the ambition to understand his inner development 
and his outer life journey. 

There are many points found in his works that imply the tran-
sition from formal stage of cognitive development to postformal. 
Here is one appropriate example, point 6.54, the one before the last 
point of the Tractate: „My sentences are explained in a way where 
that one who understands me, considers them as meaningless, if 
he rises –on them — above them. (He must throw away the ladder, 
when he climbs it up.) He must overrule these sentences, then he 
sees the world correctly.“ (Wittgenstein, 1993, p. 169)

This point must seem quite mysterious to formal thinking but 
it is not meaningless. What should we think about someone who 
says: If you are listening to me and if you understand me, you will 
understand that I told you only nonsense — but only then you will 
see the world correctly!? 

This point is already a problem for formal thinking (hereinafter 
only FT) because of its auto–reference. It speaks about statements in 
Tractate and he himself is a part of Tractate. Who understands him, 
should be able to distinguish him as meaningless but at the same 
time as a part of the outcome for the correct vision of reality. For FT 
it is an unacceptable paradox: to understand the meaning of a sen-
tence means to understand its meaninglessness; but to understand 
its meaninglessness it means to understand its (real) meaning.

 If we think we can perceive text from the postformal think-
ing (hereinafter PFT) point of view, a question occurs, why does it 

several potential solutions. It is aware of incorrigibility of paradox-
es; it accepts them as something positive. It admits that knowledge 
is not absolute. It accepts the contradictions as a basic aspect of 
reality. Dialectic reasoning belongs to this group. It can harmonize 
contradictory thoughts, feelings and experience. It approaches the 
problems solving contextually: it creates new principles on the go 
on the grounds of changing circumstances (and it does not try to 
apply the same rules to all contexts). It focuses on searching the 
problems. It originates from the experience of social and interper-
sonal universe as well as spiritual experience. 

Theory of one type of postformal thinking was systematically 
elaborated by K. H. Reich. The type of thinking, that he discusses, 
is called relational and contextual reasoning. He considers dialectic 
thinking and also analogical thinking similar to this type of think-
ing (Reich, 2004).

11.4 L. Wittgenstein as an Example 
of Openness for the Thinking Development 

The scientists, who deal with the works of Ludwig Wittgenstein 
(1889 — 1951) within the context of his life and times, have a difficult 
task to combine sometimes almost contradictory aspects of his work. 
On one hand, he contributed to the development of modern logics; 
he was admired by the members of Vienna group and on positivism 
oriented philosophers for his strict rigour of his thinking and the em-
phasis of rationality in the approach to reality. On the other hand, 
his work is with paradoxes from the beginning filled and many of his 
attitudes and life decisions seemed absurd for their cold rationality. 

While cognitive development, described by J. Piaget, occurs 
without our conscious contribution, further development, if 
it is possible, should not be completely unconscious. 
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Thanks to his talent, respect of FT and his work on the logics 
development, which he let to absorb himself with, Wittgenstein 
earned respect from scientists, positivists, rationally oriented phi-
losophers and those for whom FT has big significance. But with his 
struggle for PFT (although he did not name it like that) he speaks 
also to people, to which logic and mathematics are not close and 
who analyse the question of meaning, values, ethics and religion. 
His life and work included him to those who helped to build bridges 
between remote universes of strict and open rationality, and also 
those who made the way not only to theories about post–formal 
stages of cognitive stages but even more to life in congruence with 
them (Slavkovský, 2008).
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speak about meaninglessness of Tractate sentences. It is related 
to understanding of the borderline between speakable and un-
speakable. Formally, he appreciated scientific thinking based on 
standard logic so much that everything that did not fall within it 
(value, ethics, meaning, God,..) he marked (and sometimes also said) 
as unspeakable. Here we can sense a huge inner struggle for how 
to think and how to view the universe. FT brought huge success, 
but most importantly, thanks to it and in it, it is possible to think 
systematically, without chaos. For a consistent philosopher, that 
Wittgenstein certainly was, this is a treasure. Everything that is 
covered by FT is speakable. On the other hand, Wittgenstein was 
too perceptive, sensitive and open person to think that there is 
not anything else. His thinking struggling between FT and PFT 
in the phase when it allowed itself “to climb the ladder” above FT, 
not only did he see universe different from the bare facts, but also 
bore testimony about it. However, respecting FT besides what it 
expressed, it always added also notification: this is (from FT point 
of view) meaningless effort to crash the barriers of language; this, 
what I am saying, is in reality unspeakable. 

The struggle between FT and PFT can be sensed also in his life. 
When he reached the conviction that he solved philosophical prob-
lems, he became consequent and left the university. When the tech-
nical system used in academic text became a burden for him, he 
stopped to use it. It would be possible to present many other exam-
ples from his life: he voluntary signed up into the army, he gave up 
his inheritance share, worked as gardener and village teacher. His 
decisions were not accidental, although his life “leaps” between dif-
ferent environments and lifestyles seem similarly strange as his di-
ary “leaps” between logic and pursuit of meaning. He led the strug-
gle between FT and PFT not only theoretically, in his work, but with 
all his being, although it led him to the boundary between life and 
death. Maybe he encouraged himself in this fight by these words: 
“Who is happy, cannot feel fear. Not even of death.... Fear of death is 
the best sign of incorrect, bad life.” (Wittgenstein, 2005, p. 109)
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An important part of comprehension is classification of what 
should be comprehended into the context of the already existing 
structure of knowledge. A consequence of this approach is knowl-
edge that comprehension of some new phenomenon requires 
acquisition of an understanding of all important terms and con-
nections on which it is established (Nickerson, 2008, p. 324). For 
instance, for comprehension of the term integral in mathematics, 
it is necessary to comprehend essentials of arithmetic, geometry 
and also the term limits. Comprehension in communication means 
perceiving of an intention. When one wants to say something, he 
has some intention, but there are several ways how he can express 
it and also an extent of delineation can vary. However, not only the 
one who listens but also the speaker can have sometimes troubles 
with delineation of an intention what makes a communicative sit-
uation even more difficult. 

The cognitive approach can understand comprehension as an 
appropriate mental model. It is such a type of representation with 
which we can work independently of phenomenon which it rep-
resents. For educational needs, it is useful to understand compre-
hension as a multiple representation. However, to learn a formula 
or abstract definition can be far from comprehension. It is ideal, if 
we find a way how to approach an issue from various perspectives 
and different connections. It seems that mainly visualisation of 
the most important aspects which should be comprehended helps 
most in a teaching process. 

Peter Gärdenfors characterizes comprehension as seeing of pat-
terns (Gärdenfors, 2010). Comprehension is described from the 
point of view of a result of process of comprehension in all intro-
duced approaches. Nonetheless, neither of them represents a sim-
ple manual how to comprehend. Comprehension has often the 
wow–moment character within which what we focused on did not 
change but we found something we had not noticed before. 

Keywords: comprehension, wisdom, self–transcendence, metaknowl-
edge 

12.1 What is Comprehension?

Comprehension forms a part of cognitive processes, nonetheless, 
we do not know too much about it. Again, we stand before the is-
sue of self–reference: How to comprehend comprehension? There 
is a big difference in meaning of comprehension depending on 
complexity of an object: comprehend a sentence, situation, math-
ematical proof, picture, music composition, novel, scientific theory 
or other human being. 

The word “comprehension” is frequently used as if it were clear 
what is meant by it. 

We all have experience with ordinary comprehension but 
also with the one when we get to understand new connec-
tions. However, it is more difficult to describe such process. 
One of the possible characteristics says that: It is a mental 
process within which a man connects to a physical or ab-
stract object as a subject of cognition through such means 
that he is able to think about that object appropriately or 
apply its knowledge for a rational action.

12. Comprehension and Wisdom
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Also another approach has developed in China: wisdom as a bal-
ance between two contradictory approaches. Taoists represented 
them by yin and yang, mutually complementing couple of oppo-
sites. There are plenty of other similar couples: mythos and logos, 
soft and hard style, right and left hemisphere, and so on. 

Wisdom as metaknowledge represents cognition of cognition, 
especially limits of cognition (what might lead to caution in one 
situation while to braveness in some other) and finding of a bal-
ance between certainty and doubt. 

Wisdom as stability of a perspective also embodies one of the 
concepts. Such an ideal is presented, for instance, by Boethius in 
his Consolation of Philosophy. A wise man can preserve internal 
serenity regardless of external circumstances (either they are per-
ceived by others as “happy” or “sad”.) According to this approach, 
luck or bad luck does not lie in a situation but in a means how we 
perceive it. 

Wisdom might represent character traits. A wise man can dis-
tinguish between real reasons and rationalisations, perceives hu-
man motives more clearly. He looks for an opportunity to learn 
and even from those who can seemingly teach him nothing. He can 
see things from various perspectives, even from those which seem 
to contradict. He has a clear judgement, sense of humour and his 
criticism is constructive. 
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12.2 Concepts of Wisdom 

Concepts of wisdom had developed in all cultures although 
their content was not identical. Wisdom was assigned to 
some exceptional individuals as an ideal of cognition and in-
sight into basic human problems and also ability to live full–
fledged life. After all, the word “philosophy” in Greek means 
“love of wisdom”. 

When pondering on wisdom, various questions arise: Is wisdom 
given to a human being or can it be acquired? If so, how? Is wisdom 
measurable (similarly as intelligence)? Can be also a young man 
wise? How is wisdom related to rationality, intelligence and judg-
ing? Does wisdom make a human being happy? 

Owing to a wide extent of the issue there are various concepts 
of wisdom. We are to introduce several of them. The first one rep-
resents comprehension of wisdom as a cognitive process. Accord-
ing to this approach, wisdom is concerned with the truth and most 
general aspects of reality. It embodies comprehension on the basis 
of which one can cope with a unit of his life and it helps him com-
prehend and decide well. 

Wisdom can be viewed as a virtue. In this sense, it represented 
an ideal for Greek philosophers. In Plato´s view, wise people should 
manage a society. 

Wisdom as self–transcendence represents another concept. 
Thinking and behaviour of a mature human being does not revolve 
(egocentrically) around himself but it is focused somewhere else. 
Thanks to it he acquires extensive intuition and empirical com-
prehension. He does not underestimate or overestimate anything. 
Ancient Chinese Taoist, Master Huang, says that a human being 
uses his mind and heart as a mirror which does not add anything 
to what emerges before it or does not hide anything. 
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